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								Certified Organic

								
								Sweet Purity Organics organic whey protein is certified organic by the Midwest Organic Services Association (MOSA). 
								Click here to see our organic certification.
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                    Certified organic. RBGH-hormone free. 
					
The best tasting whey protein powder in the world. 
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					This is the real deal. Forget all those big plastic jugs ... this stuff tastes like it 
					just came from the diary. 
					

					- customer from Boston, MA
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					This is my favorite whey protein. Tastes very fresh and light.
					

					- customer from Arlington, VA
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					I put this in my smoothie after my workout.  My body really feels rejuvenated after taking it. Thank you!
					

					- customer from Berkeley, CA
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					Find out the story behind the Sweet Purity Organics Company. 
					

					Read more.
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					Wholesale Organic 
Whey Protein
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					Looking to save money or buy in bulk?  

					Learn more.
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	Phone: (319)-435-8347
	

	Address: 807 South 3rd, Fairfield IA 52556, U.S.A.
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					Frequently Asked Questions

                    	How Our Organic Whey is Made
	Nutrition Facts
	rBGH Hormone Free
	Small Family Farms
	How to Use
	View Organic Certification
	More FAQs
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	Can't find that page, but we can help!

		Are you looking to order?

		
		Do you have questions?

		
		


    





*This product and statements have not been evaluated by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) and are not intended to be used to diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease. 
All of the information above is intended for educational purposes only and may not be used to replace or complement medical advice. If you have a medical condition, taking medication for a preexisting health condition, or are pregnant or nursing, consult your medical health care provider before taking this or any other food/supplement.
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							Disclaimer

							
							The product and statements on this website have not been evaluated by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) and are not intended to be used to diagnose, treat, prevent or cure any disease. 
							All of the information provided is intended for educational purposes only and may not be used to replace or complement medical advice. If you have a medical condition, taking medication for a preexisting health condition, or are pregnant or nursing, consult your medical health care provider before taking this or any other food/supplement.
							
 
						
 
					
 
			
		

		
		

		
			
			
	 		

			
				
Sweet Purity Organics
 is a trademark of Unlimited Health LLC - 
				Certified Organic by MOSA
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				Learn more why Sweet Purity whey is the best natural whey protein powder available today.
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